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Abstract
This paper focused on the study of the methodologies for image data security. For this latest research papers have been
considered for the study and analysis. The main areas covered in this paper in image security are data hiding, image data
encryption and decryption, attack detection and steganography. This paper covers several aspects including the
cryptography and steganography algorithms and discussed their impact with respect to the results achieved in the
previous related papers. Based on the analysis problems have been highlighted.
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1.Introduction
Security in different area is an important aspect in
current scenario in the today’s internet era. As the
todays
communication
there
are
different
mechanisms is available for sending huge data
specially images. So image data security is important
in the current scenario. The need of security and
robustness in the use is increasing and it is the current
demand with the ease from the user side.
The main two mechanism used for the image data
security are cryptography and steganography.
Cryptography approaches provides a way for
converting the plain text to cipher text and then the
reversible process [1−7]. Deciphering is possible
only by applying the desired key [8−10]. This
mechanism provides the way to data security so that
data can be available for the authorized person in the
due time frame and error free means same as it is
send from the sender.
Information movement
incorporates a spread picture, shrouded picture,
mystery message, and mystery key and inserted
calculations [11−17].
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The spread picture is that the unique message is
secured by a sound message or a video message
covered up by a learning action [18]. In
steganography the data is hidden in another data
means the data is concealed so that the unauthorized
users cannot access the data [18−22].
In general cryptography can be divided in three
categories. These are symmetric key encryption,
asymmetric key encryption and hash functions
[20−22]. Advanced encryption standard (AES), RC4,
RC5, RC6 and DES are some of the algorithms fall in
the category of symmetric key encryption. Rivest–
Shamir–Adleman (RSA), digital signature algorithm
(DSA), elliptic curve cryptography (ECC) and public
key cryptography standards (PKCS) are some of the
algorithms fall in the category of asymmetric key
encryption. Message digest (MD5) and secure hash
algorithms (SHA) are the examples of hash functions.
The main aim of this paper is to study and review the
methodologies for image data security.

2.Literature survey
In 2019, AlKhamese et al. [23] discussed about the
cloud computing and their security aspects. They
have suggested that the important aspects in terms of
the cloud user are data storage, proper retrieval and it
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should be secure in the entire manner. They have
discussed about steganography and cryptography
approaches. For this they have emphasis on the
literature for the review and study. They also
highlighted several aspects in terms of security.
In 2019, Zerouali et al. [24] discussed about the
Containerized applications specifically in the docker
images. They have suggested that there are several
works have been done in the direction of
vulnerabilities detection. But there is the need of
working in terms of dependencies. They have
provided an elaboration on NPM package of Java
Script and proved that the outdated dependencies
may increase the security risk.
In 2019, Sankaran et al. [25] discussed about the
watermarking techniques for the digital images. They
have suggested that the medical image watermarking
is tough as it is the decision factors for the disease
diagnosis. So they have suggested that the main aim
is to efficient watermarking for the image data
security. So they have concentrated on distortion free
watermarking. It is based on the pixel weight. They
have used two level DWT.
In 2019, Tamal et al. [26] discussed watermarking
technique for the sensitive data hiding. They have
proposed integer wavelet transform (IWT) based
fragile medical image watermarking for tamper
detection. Their segmentation are based on two
regions first is region of interest (ROI) and second is
region of non-interest (RONI).They have used SHA512 for the hash value generation of the first region.
Compressed bits have been used for RONI. They
have experimented on the medical images based on
peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR), mean squared
error (MSE) and normalized correlation (NC). Their
results found to be efficient for the efficient
watermarking. In 2019, Naqash et al. [27] discussed
about the image security through cryptography
algorithms key. Then they have suggested the
concealing program with the algorithms. The

proprietor of the image plays out the cryptography
key on the first picture and after that utilization the
information hider key to additionally encode the
picture. The proprietor doesn't perceive the substance
in light of the fact that the picture contains more data.
With the assistance of a cryptography key, the
collector first unravels it at that point utilize the
information concealing key to totally disentangle the
picture and see the outcome. Spread pictures are
utilized which causes the information to additionally
decode it. The first picture is encoded by the spread
picture that will cover the first picture. It will
additionally decode it. Two encryption procedures
are utilized in this framework one is cryptography
and the other is learning disguising. Cryptography is
the system which is utilized to figure the picture. It
encodes the picture along these lines that it is difficult
to perceive. Cowl pictures are utilized which join
with the first picture by make a spread around it. This
will at that point encode by the particular key.
Information covering is a technique through which
the information is implanted in the picture a
particular encoded key is utilized that will scramble
the learning covering and at that point it will join
with the cryptography and make it increasingly
secure. Two diverse keys are utilized distinctively in
these two techniques that progressively secure the
information. In 2019, Abdelwanees et al. [28]
discussed about Consultative committee for space
data systems (CCSDS). They have discussed thin in
terms of multispectral images. Their main aim of this
paper is to reduce the earth observation satellites
(EOS) data transmission. They have investigated
regarding the possibility of joint encryption
compression for these images so that the images can
be safe in the transmission phase.

3.Analysis
Based on the literature discussed and analysis we
have shown the Table 1 with the related method
analysis.

Table 1 Analysis based on the results
S. No
1

Author
[29]

2

[30]

Method
Enhanced Image Steganography with the
Incorporation of Modified RSA Algorithm
Convolutional Neural Networks

3

[31]

Secure message embedding

4

[32]

Smart security system

8

Results
Their result suggests that steganography add another layer of
protection for the image data security.
They have obtained the accuracy of 99% and the error
probability is 0.1% only.
They have applied AES–128 encryption, a repetition code
and LSB steganography. They have used 3D images. Their
MSE and PSNR values show the efficiency of their
approach in terms of related methods.
They have applied AES–128 encryption, a repetition code
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S. No

Author

Method
for human safety

Results
and LSB steganography. They have used 3D images. Their
MSE and PSNR values show the efficiency of their
approach in terms of related methods.

4.Problem Identification
Problems are listed below based on the research
analysis and survey.
1) There is the need of image data security in terms
of number of keys allocations and robustness.
2) Encryption and decryption mechanism should be
in such manner that it is hard to decrypt for the
unauthorized users.
3) In case of image data processing the data
expansion and the loss should be minimum.
4) There is the need of reducing the overall time in
the image data cryptography and steganography
process.
5) There is the need of robust data confusion matrix
based on the support of mixed data.

[5]

[6]

[7]

[8]

[9]

5.Conclusion
Image based communication is increasing day by
day. There are several area where image based
communication have been used widely like website,
university database, hospital etc. So there is the need
of proper security in case of image data so that
unauthorized access can be prevented and detected
timely. This paper main aim is to find out the pros
and cons in the area of image security so that the gaps
will be highlighted. It also elaborates the methods
which are applied in this area and also the
suggestions provided. It includes the latest
cryptography algorithm for the discussion and
analysis.
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